We discuss the operator product expansion (OPE) in the models with the SL 2 affine symmetry. For this purpose, we calculate the correlation functions of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights. By using them and extending the arguments in the literature, we show that the OPE with one primary field in a degenerate representation is correctly obtained.
Introduction
The string theory on AdS 3 has been a subject of interest for more than a decade. In general, the consistency of string theory imposes severe constraints on allowed backgrounds, and AdS 3 must fulfill them. In this respect, our understanding is not complete. One of the reasons is that the conformal field theory underlying the AdS 3 strings is irrational and, hence, the analysis becomes quite intricate [1] - [12] . The AdS/CFT correspondence [13] has awaked renewed interest in this subject (see, e.g., [14] - [30] ).
The closure of the operator product expansion (OPE) is one of such consistency conditions of string theory. Bearing this in mind, in this paper we discuss the OPE in the models with the SL 2 affine symmetry, some of which correspond to the string theory on AdS 3 spaces. In the model on the Euclidean AdS 3 , i.e., the H + 3 WZW model, it is known that the SL 2 primary fields are organized by a parameter x as Φ j (z, x), where j is the SL 2 spin and z is the worldsheet coordinate. The moments of Φ j with respect to x give the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights. For this Φ j , the OPE has been discussed, and a prescription has been proposed for how to continue that OPE to other models with the SL 2 affine symmetry [10, 20] . Using this prescription, we first analyze the intermediate states in the four-point functions in the particle limit, and show that they agree with the calculation in the discussion of the AdS/CFT correspondence [31] . This gives further support to the prescription in [10, 20] . In addition, by extending the arguments in [10, 20] , we consider the OPE of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights instead of Φ j . Such primary fields are inevitable when one considers the highest(lowest) weight representations: one cannot impose the highest(lowest) weight condition on Φ j . For this purpose, we calculate the relevant correlation functions. Based on these results, we reanalyze the OPE when one of the primary fields is in a degenerate representation, and obtain the results which are in accord with [32] . This indicates that our prescription provides us with another tool to study the OPE in general SL 2 models. We further discuss the OPE among the primary fields in the spectrum proposed in [23] for the SL(2, R) WZW model, which corresponds to the string theory on the Lorentzian AdS 3 . We argue that the OPE including one primary field in a discrete series unitary representation is consistent with the tensor products of the SL(2, R) representations. The cases involving the winding sectors [5, 23] are also discussed. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the known results about the H + 3 and SL(2, R) WZW models, which are relevant in later discussions. In section 3, we further analyze the OPE of Φ j , and discuss the four-point functions in the particle limit. We also study a certain case including the degenerate representations, and find an importance of dealing with the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights when the highest(lowest) weight representations are discussed. In section 4, we calculate the correlation functions of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights by following the path integral approach developed in [28, 29] . The results are checked by a different method. We then discuss the OPE of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights in section 6. We obtain the results explained above. We conclude our paper in section 7. Some useful formulas are collected in appendix A. In appendix B, we make an observation about the relationship between the models on the Euclidean and Lorentzian AdS 3 , which is relevant to the arguments in the main text. The correlation functions including the winding sectors are discussed in appendix C.
2 SL(2, R) and H + 3 WZW models
In this section, we briefly summarize known results about the SL(2, R) and H + 3 WZW models, which correspond to the string theory on the Lorentzian and Euclidean AdS 3 , respectively. We mainly follow the notations in [28, 29] .
SL(2, R) WZW model
The SL(2, R) WZW model has an SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) affine symmetry. The primary fields are supposed to form the normalizable unitary representations of SL (2, R) . (This is a natural assumption from a consideration of the particle limit.) They are classified by the second Casimir 1 2 (J + 0 J − 0 + J − 0 J + 0 ) − (J 3 ) 2 = −j(j + 1) and the value of J 3 0 = m as follows:
Though we have chosen j so that Rej ≤ − 1 2 and Imj ≥ 0, one can express those representation in terms of j ′ = −j − 1. The L 2 -functions on AdS 3 are decomposed into these representations. We denote theŝl 2 representations constructed on these zero-mode representations byĈ α j andD hw(lw) j , respectively. These are naively expected to constitute the Hilbert space of the model. However, the Virasoro constraints are not sufficient to remove all the negative-norm physical states (ghosts) in the string theory on this space [1] .
A proposal to resolve such a pathology is to truncate the SL(2, R) spin for the discrete series [2, 3, 4, 11] . Another one is to introduce additional degrees of freedom of the zeromodes [8, 9] . However, since the truncation of the SL(2, R) spin in the former means also truncation of higher string excitations, we encounter another problem.
The authors of [23] have argued that one can overcome this by introducing new sectors [5] generated by the spectral flow ofŝl 2 We denote the flowed representations byĈ α,q j and D hw(lw),q j . q ∈ Z is interpreted as the 'winding' number. The flow by one unit exchangeŝ D hw j andD lw −k/2−j where k > 2 is the level of the current algebra, whereas that with q even integer is generated by the Weyl reflections ofŝl 2 . In terms of the free field realization ofŝl 2 , adding these spectral-flowed sectors is similar to introducing additional degrees of freedom of zero-modes discussed in [8, 9] (see [9] ).
The Hilbert space proposed in [23] is the following tensor products of the left and right sectors:
(2.1)
Here, U is given by
with j ′ = −j − 1. This condition on the spin is more stringent than those required in [2, 3, 4, 11] . In this paper, we call the above condition the unitarity bound. (2)) WZW model has an SL(2, C) × SL(2, C) affine symmetry. The left and right symmetries are related by complex conjugation. The L 2 -functions on H + 3 are decomposed into the SL 2 × SL 2 representations with
H
We denote these representations C E j . These are analogs of tensor products of C α j in the Lorentzian case, but the eigenvalues of J 3 0 andJ 3 0 are different. The Hilbert space is then expected to be
In a certain parametrization, the primary fields in this model are given by
5)
where x is a complex parameter which organizes the SL 2 × SL 2 representation. This parameter is interpreted as the coordinate of the CFT on the boundary of AdS 3 [15] . Φ j (z, x) has the conformal weight h ≡ −j(j + 1)/(k − 2), and the OPE with theŝl 2 currents
The expressions withJ a (z) are similar. Φ j with j ∈ P(= − 1 2 + iR) also satisfy the orthonormal relation [10] 
where g stands for the coordinates of H + 3 andΦ j (g(z), x) ≡ Φ j (z, x). Since the spin j and −j − 1 give the same second Casimir, the corresponding representations are equivalent. In fact, Φ j and Φ −j−1 are classically related by
with R c (j) = (2j + 1)/π. This coefficient is modified in the quantum regime. The expected Hilbert space consisting ofĈ E j satisfies requirements from consistency. First, L 0 andL 0 are bounded from below. We remark that we do not have the issue of ghosts in the corresponding string theory: in this Euclidean case, the 'on-shell' states, even if they are considered, come only from the zero-mode part and the problem is trivial. Next, the modular invariant partition function has been constructed in [6] (in the sense discussed in [23] or [24] ) by summing over the states in (2.4) . This partition function is also obtained (i) by formally summing over the states inD lw,q j in H L [23] , or (ii) by summing over the states inD hw j ⊗D hw j andD lw j ⊗D lw j with j < − 1 2 for k < 2 and formally continuing the expression to k > 2 [24] . Moreover, one can show the closure of the OPE among the operators inĈ E j under some assumptions [10] . Let us see this below in some detail, since it is important in our later discussion.
OPE of Φ j (z, x)
In this subsection, we review the arguments of the OPE of Φ j in [10, 20] . In order to discuss the OPE in question, we first recall that the two-and three-point functions of Φ j with generic j are given by [10, 20, 28, 29] 
Here, we have introduced the notations:
is a certain function introduced in [33] . Using A(j) and B(j) in the above, the coefficient R c (j) in (2.8) is replaced by 11) in the quantum regime. From the SL 2 symmetry (2.6), the OPE of Φ j should be of the form
with C some contour. The consistency with the correlation functions (2.9) and (2.10) further determines P (j a ) as
From (2.8) with (2.11), it follows that
where j ′ 1,2 = j 1,2 and j ′ 3 = −j 3 − 1. Thus, the contributions from j 3 and j ′ 3 = −j 3 − 1 are exactly the same. One still has to determine the contour C. Taking into account the L 2 -space of H + 3 , the contour is assumed to be
The integrand contains several sequences of the poles in j 3 . There are two sources. One is D(j a ) in P (j a ). From the zeros of Υ(x) in (A.1), one finds that D(j a ) has poles at j 12 , j 23 , j 31 ,
The other source of the poles is a |x ab | 2j ab and the x 3 -integration. From the formula (A.2) and (2.14), one finds the poles at
Combining (2.16) and (2.17) gives the sequences of the poles
which are symmetric under the exchange of j 3 and −j 3 − 1. They are illustrated in Fig. 1a . The contour (2.15) does not hit these sequences if
Following the argument in [10, 20] , the OPE in a generic case is assumed to be obtained by continuing that in the case satisfying (2.19) . Precisely, it is given by continuing the parameters in (2.12) and by deforming the contour so that it avoids the poles as in Fig. 1b . Consequently, when a pole crosses over the contour P, the corresponding residue is picked up.
Given this prescription, the OPE among the operators inĈ E j is closed. A conjecture used in [18] is also found to be valid in this framework. Now, let us set j 1 , j 2 to be within the unitarity bound (2.2), although the argument so far is about the Euclidean case. Besides from j 3 ∈ P, the OPE has contributions from the poles which cross over the contour P. Such poles come from 20) in (2.16), and
in (2.17) with l ∈ Z ≥0 . Here, j 3 < − 1 2 for the ascending sequences and j 3 > − 1 2 for the descending sequences. The residues in (2.21) are proportional to the derivatives of the contact terms δ 2 (x ab ). It is easy to confirm that the values in (2.20) and (2.21) satisfy the bound (2.2) except for the third and fourth sequences in (2.21). Thus, supposed that the OPE of Φ j represents that in the Lorentzian model, the values of j are almost closed within those in H L , but some distributional terms break the closure. Although one expects that the OPE in the Lorentzian model is closely related to the tensor products of the SL(2, R) representations (A.8)-(A.11), it is not clear how to make comparison in the formulation so far. We return to this point later.
Finally, let us consider the semi-classical limit k → ∞. In this limit, the OPE takes the form , the contour is P (Fig. 1a ). In a generic case, the contour is deformed as in Fig. 1b .
Here, the z-dependence has been omitted. Using this relation and the two-point function (2.9), the four-point function in the limit k → ∞ is obtained as
where 2 F 1 is the hypergeometric function and x = x 12 x 34 /x 13 x 24 .
3 Further analysis of OPE of Φ j (z, x)
In this section, we further analyze the OPE of Φ j (z, x) reviewed in the previous section.
Comparison with the supergravity results
In the semi-classical limit, the z-dependence of Φ j (z, x) disappears, and their correlation functions become the contact diagrams of the bulk-to-boundary propagator in the AdS/CFT correspondence,
Here, dg stands for the integration over H + 3 . Thus, the bootstrap using the OPE in (2.22) should give, e.g., the four-point contact diagram in the supergravity calculation. In fact, the equivalence between (2.23) and (3.1) is confirmed by inserting the orthonormal relation (2.7) into (3.1), using the three-point function (2.10), and continuing the parameters to the relevant values.
Such an equivalence is seen in a different but interesting way. First, we examine the behavior of the integrand in (2.23) as |j| → ∞. The asymptotic behavior of D 0 (j a ) is easily evaluated from that of the gamma function. Moreover, using a formula in (A.3), that of 2 F 1 is also obtained. After some calculation, one finds that the integrand behaves as
for |j| ≫ 1, |x| < 1 and x / ∈ R ≤0 . Thus, the contour P can be closed in the half plane Re j < 0. The closed contour then picks up the residues of the singularities at
These are precisely the same values as those appeared in the expression in [31] , which implies the consistency with the supergravity calculation, and further supports the prescription in [10, 20] . This procedure indicates an interesting phenomenon: the integration over the continuous spectrum in P is converted to the summation over the discrete spectrum with real j (when j a are set to be real). This is similar to the observation on the partition function in the previous section, in which the same invariants are expressed by the integration over P or by the summation over the discrete spectrum with real j (up to some formal manipulation). This also resembles the two different expansions of some amplitudes in the Liouville theory [34] .
Such a deformation of the contour is also possible in the semi-classical OPE (2.22) if we assume that |x ab | are kept finite and the j 3 -integral is carried out first. However, in the case of the full OPE (2.12) with finite k, such a deformation is impossible. To see this, we first rewrite Υ(x) using Barnes' double gamma function [20] , and apply its asymptotic expansion in [35] . It then turns out that the dominant behavior for |j 3 | ≫ 1 and |z 12 | ≪ 1 comes from |z 12 | −2h 12 ∼ |z 12 | −2b 2 j 2 3 and, hence, one cannot close the contour.
Comments on logarithmic CFT
In the supergravity calculation, the four-point functions develop logarithmic terms in x a when j a satisfy certain relations. On the other hand, in the OPE (2.12) or (2.22) , the poles in j 3 become degenerate when j a satisfy similar relations. For a multiple pole, the residue takes the form, e.g., ∂ j Φ j ∼ ∂ h Φ j . The derivatives of the primary fields with respect to the conformal weight typically appear in logarithmic CFT. Thus, the OPE in the previous section may account for the logarithmic behavior in the supergravity calculation in relation to logarithmic CFT. Here, we note that the contour is deformed from the parameter region where the poles are not degenerate. Thus, one still needs the precise definition of the OPE to determine if the residues of the multiple poles really appear, or the multiple poles and, hence, the logarithms are regularized as discussed in [31] . A related discussion is given in the next subsection.
Case with degenerate representations
The highest weight representations ofŝl 2 have singular vectors when the maximum value of J 3 0 , m max = j, in the zero-mode representation is given by [36] 2j
with l, n ∈ Z ≥0 . (See also [37] for an explicit formula in our case.) The fusion rules of a representation with spin j 1 in (3.4) and a generic one with generic j 2 has been studied in [32] . The representation with j 2 here is not a highest(lowest) weight one generically. Denoting the spin of the fused highest weight representation by j 3 , it is given by
(3.5)
Here, the first and second sequences correspond to case (I) in (3.4) and the third and fourth to (II). The result in the case of the lowest weight representations is similar. The above formulas are not invariant under exchanging j 3 and −j 3 − 1, contrarily to the calculations regarding Φ j . 1 This is because the highest(lowest) weight representations are specified by the highest(lowest) weight in addition to the second Casimir. It would be interesting to study the OPE (2.12) in this case and compare the results with (3.5). In fact, this problem has been discussed in [10] . There, it has been stated that the OPE (2.12) gives (3.5). However, since our results and interpretation seem to be somewhat different, we would like to reanalyze this problem here in a somewhat different manner.
To this end, we first note that the factor in Υ(−2j 1 b) in P (j a ) vanishes when j 1 takes a value in (3.4) because of (A.1). Thus, we have contributions from neither the continuous spectrum in P nor the single poles picked up by the deformed contour. There are nonvanishing contributions only from the 'colliding' poles.
To see this, we denote the elements of the descending sequence in (1) in (2.18) by j (1a) ξ (ξ ∈ S), the ascending ones by j (1b) ξ , and similarly for other sequences. For example, j
Then, when j 1 approaches any of the values in (I) in (3.4) 
ξ . Thus, when j 1 is just on the sequences in (3.4), we have double poles. However, since we are deforming the contour from a generic case, we first consider j 1 slightly off the sequences in (3.4) by ǫ. Namely, we first set 2j 1 = ξ 0 + 2ǫ (ξ 0 ∈ S), and take the limit ǫ → 0.
When j
The deformed contour picks up both residues at j 3 = j (1a) ξ and j 3 = j (4a) ξ ′ , or neither ( Fig. 2a ). Furthermore, these two residues have opposite signs, and two contributions cancel each other. For example, in a case where both poles come from Υ(x), the relation of the residues is found from the part
ξ ′ , only one of the two contributes. There is no cancellation as in the above (Fig. 2b) .
Analyzing the other cases similarly, we find that the contributions come from j 3 satisfying
Namely, the OPE of Φ j 1 and Φ j 2 , with j 1 in (3.4) and j 2 generic, generates Φ −j 3 −1 with
where l, n ∈ Z ≥0 . (Ia) and (Ib) correspond to case (I) in (3.4) , and (IIa) and (IIb) to (II). Note that this is symmetric under the exchange of j 3 and −j 3 − 1. This includes additional values and is not the same as (3.5).
We can trace the source of the discrepancy. In fact, all the additional values of j 3 come from the poles in (2.17) . In other words, the values in (3.8) are the same as in (3.5) if it were not for the contributions from the distributional terms. This result is tantalizing, because the values of j from the OPE of Φ j were closed within those in H L also up to the distributional terms. Fig. 2a , and β = j Fig. 2b . In the case of the type in Fig. 2a , the contributions cancel each other. In the case of the type in Fig. 2b , only one residue contributes.
However, we interpret the above result as follows. In our formulation, the equivalence of the representation with spin j and that with −j − 1 is maintained. Thus, the first and second, or the third and fourth sequences represent such equivalent pairs. Since the result in (3.5) is not symmetric with respect to j 3 and −j 3 − 1, one cannot get it using the OPE (2.12). Nevertheless, the discrepancy between (3.5) and (3.8) is not a contradiction: the representations with j 1 and j 3 are the highest weight representations in [32] , whereas Φ j may be regarded as a generic representation which is not the highest(lowest) one. We cannot impose the condition of the highest(lowest) weight on Φ j generically, because we do not see any explicit dependence on J 3 0 andJ 3 0 in Φ j . Thus, the results does not necessarily agree. The above argument shows that the analysis of Φ j may not be sufficient to know the OPE including the highest(lowest) weight representations. Therefore, we would like to discuss the OPE of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights in the following sections. It turns out that that OPE can be discussed by extending the arguments in the case of Φ j : we start from the H + 3 WZW model, and continue the OPE to other cases. One can expect that such a continuation is valid if the SL 2 symmetry is powerful enough to determine the twoand three-point functions and, hence, the OPE (see later discussions). In particular, the continuation to the case of the SL(2, R) WZW model is an analog of the continuation from the Euclidean to the Lorentzian flat target space. Although it is not completely clear if this continuation really has a similar interpretation such as Wick rotation in the flat case , it seems to be natural also from an observation in appendix B. We also note that the Euclidean (H + 3 WZW) model seems to be well-defined whereas there seem to be subtle issues in the analysis of the Lorentzian (SL(2, R) WZW) model, as in the flat case. Thus, it is a sensible strategy to try to analyze the Lorentzian model in relation to the Euclidean model. In fact, we will later find sensible results using this continuation.
Correlation functions of primary fields with definite weights
In order to discuss the OPE of the primary fields with definite values of J 3 0 andJ 3 0 , we need their correlation functions.
Setup
In [29] , it was argued that the calculation of the correlation functions of Φ j on a sphere is carried out by two steps: (i) at the calculable points of the parameters, it is reduced to that in the free field picture after integrating out the zero-modes, φ 0 , γ 0 ,γ 0 , and taking into account the renormalization; (ii) the result at a generic point of the parameters is obtained by a procedure analogous to the one in Liouville theory [38, 33] . Following this argument, it turns out that we have only to consider the free field limit φ → ∞ of the primary fields (2.5) also in our case, 2
(4.1)
The validity of using this limit will be checked also by the consistency of the results. Then, the primary fields with definite weights are defined by
Here, c j mm is
and we have used (A.4). V j mm are nothing but the ordinary primary fields in the Wakimoto representation ofŝl 2 . The inverse transformation of (4.2) is given by the complexified Mellin transformation:
with m,m in (2.3). Using (2.6) which holds also in the free field limit, one confirms that
as long as the integral in (4.2) makes sense. The expressions withJ a are similar. Thus, Φ j mm form a representation with spin −j −1 and V j mm with j. c j mm intertwine these representations. In the following, we mainly focus on V j mm . The discussion about Φ j mm is similar. Note that c j mm are well-defined only when m −m ∈ Z, which is valid for all the representations appearing in H L and H E . When that condition is satisfied, c j mm = c jm m .
Two-point function of V j mm
Now, it is straightforward to calculate the correlation functions on a sphere following [29] . We first rewrite the action of the H + 3 WZW model by introducing auxiliary fields, and carry out path-integral. Let us start with the two-point function of V j mm . We do not display the details, but after some calculation, we get
Here, δ 2 m 1 +m 2 = δ m 1 +m 2 ,0 δm 1 +m 2 ,0 ,
and K n (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) is a Dotsenko-Fateev integral given in (A.5). We have regularized K j 1 +j 2 +1 by ǫ. Some remarks similar to those for c j mm hold also for a j 1 j 2 m 1 m 2 . Taking the limit ǫ → 0 carefully, we obtain (A.6) and, hence, 3
where we have denoted lim δ→0 (−1) 2j+2 π sin[π(2j + 1 + δ)] δ 2 m 1 +m 2 = lim δ→0 Γ(−δ)δ 2 m 1 +m 2 → δ 2 (m 1 + m 2 ) . (4.9)
Note that 2j ∈ Z at the calculable points of the parameters. We shortly confirm that this two-point function is consistent with the three-point function and the results from a different way of calculation.
Three-point function of V j mm
Similarly to the case of the two-point function, after the φ 0 -integration one obtains
, (4.10)
where · · · φ 0 =0 stands for the contractions with respect to
To further proceed, we need to compute
Although the following calculation in a generic case seems to be difficult, it turns out that we can obtain useful results by considering the case in which one of the primary fields is the lowest weight operator with j 1 + m 1 = j 1 +m 1 = 0 . with γ 23 = γ(z 2 ) − γ(z 3 ). Then, we obtain
Here, s = Σ 3 a=1 j a + 1, and we have used
When m a =m a , the corresponding quantity has been calculated in [39] by using the Wakimoto representation. Our exact result in this case is similar to the result there. However, there is a difference in the phases, which is important in studying the analytic structure. Also, the continuation to generic j's has not been discussed in [39] . Indeed, after this continuation using (A.7), we arrive at
The expression with other values of m 1 ,m 1 in the same lowest weight representation, namely, with m 1 = −j 3 + n,m 1 = −j 3 +n (n,n ∈ Z >0 ), may be obtained by acting with the raising operators J + 0 ,J + 0 [39] . Using (A.6), we confirm that this three point function correctly reduces to the two-point function (4.8) in the limit, j a , m a ,m a → 0 (a = 1, 2, or 3).
Correlation functions of Φ j mm
The correlation function of Φ j mm is obtained from that of V j mm by multiplying c j mm . However, we calculate a Φ ja mama in a different way in this subsection as a consistency check of the results in the previous subsection. Related discussions are found in [40, 23] .
Recalling the definition of Φ j mm (4.2), one has is obtained from the two-point function in (2.9) by using a formula
which holds for m,m in (2.3), and a formally continued expression for other m,m. It is then straightforward to confirm a consistency relation
For the three-point function, the x-integral in (4.17) becomes
The evaluation of F (j a ; m a ) seems to be complicated in a generic case. However, when
the integral is simplified to
where s = Σj a + 1. Then, we have
with j ′ 1 = −j 1 − 1 and j ′ 2,3 = j 2,3 . To get the second line, we have used (A.7). A direct comparison of (4.16) and (4.23) is not possible because the conditions of the validity are different.
Instead, to make a comparison, we consider the reflection (2.8) in the free field picture. Substituting Φ −j−1 in (4.1) into (2.8) with R(j) gives the reflectionΦ j and its transform by
A direct path integral calculation following [29] shows that
Thus, we may obtain the relation
Putting (4.16) into the right-hand side, we actually obtain (4.23), which shows the consistency of our calculation.
Operator product expansion
Using the correlation functions obtained in the previous section, we discuss the OPE of the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights.
OPE of V j mm
As mentioned before, we first determine the OPE for the representationsĈ E j corresponding to the L 2 -space in the Euclidean case. We then find that the OPE should be of the form
with C = P. The summation of m 3 ,m 3 should be understood as in (4.4) forĈ E j . In addition, the contour should not pick up any poles in the integrand, so that the fusion rules are the same as those for Φ j . Q(j a ; m a ) is obtained from the consistency with the two-and three-point functions through
The OPE in a generic case is defined by the continuation of the parameters in (5.1) and the contour P according to the prescription in section 2. Given the three-point function (4.16), we can discuss the OPE when one of the primary fields is in the lowest weight representation satisfying j + m = j +m = 0. In this case, it follows from (5.2), (4.8) and (4.16) that
Note that the two terms proportional to δ(j 3 − j 4 ) and δ(j 3 + j 4 + 1) in V j 3 m 3m3 V j 4 m 4m4 give exactly the same contributions to (5.2), because
Here, we note that there are two types of the poles in j 3 in Q(j a ; m a ): the poles which are m-independent, and m-dependent. We concentrate on the m-independent poles for the time being.
There are two sources of the m-independent poles. One is D(j a ), which contains the poles listed in (2.16) . The other is ∆(j 23 + 1), which has the poles at
(5.5)
Moreover, it has zeros in j 3 . Those zeros remove the poles in (2.16) at
In sum, the m-independent poles in Q(j a ; m a ) are
The structure of the poles here can be different from that in (2.18), since we are considering the highest(lowest) weight representations. The contour P does not hit these sequences when the condition (2.19) holds.
OPE in the Lorentzian model
Now, we are ready to discuss the OPE in the Lorentzian model, namely, in the SL(2, R) WZW model. In this subsection, we discuss the cases without the winding sectors. It is understood that V j 1 m 1 ,m 1 is the lowest weight primary field satisfying j 1 + m 1 = j 1 +m 1 = 0 and the unitarity bound (2.2). The continuation from the Euclidean case mentioned before may be given by taking γ,γ and, hence, m,m as independent real variables.
We first consider the case in which V j 2 m 2m2 belongs to the highest weight discrete serieŝ D hw j ⊗D hw j which has j 2 − m 2 = n 2 , j 2 −m 2 =n 2 (n 2 ,n 2 ∈ Z ≥0 ) and satisfies the unitarity bound (2.2). The OPE gives V j 3 m 3m3 with j 3 from P and the poles picked up by the deformed contour. After some consideration, we find that the allowed values of j 3 from (5.7) are
with l ∈ Z ≥0 . These values of the spin j are within those in H L or their pairs with −j − 1.
We still need to specify the types of the representation of V j 3 m 3m3 in addition to the value of j 3 . First, since m 3 ,m 3 are real, V j 3 m 3m3 coming from P is actually in the continuous serieŝ C α j ⊗Ĉ α j or its pair with −j − 1. Note that V −j−1 mm = (V j mm ) * for j ∈ P. Thus, we do not distinguishĈ α j ⊗Ĉ α j and its pair with −j − 1 in the following. Next, from (5.8) and the conservation of m,m, we have m 3 = j 3 − (l + n 2 ) (j 3 < − 1 2 ) or m 3 = −j 3 − 1 − (l + n 2 ) (j 3 > − 1 2 ). The values ofm 3 are similar. These are the correct weights for D hw j or the equivalent one using j > − 1 2 . Here, we note that the factor Γ(−j 3 − m 3 )/Γ(j 3 +m 3 + 1) in Q(j a , m a ) is vanishing in the case with j 3 > − 1 2 . Thus, V j 3 m 3m3 from (5.8) is inD hw j ⊗D hw j . Summarizing, the OPE has the non-vanishing contributions fromĈ α j ⊗Ĉ α j andD hw j ⊗D hw j within H L . The next case we consider is the one in which V j 2 m 2m2 is inD lw j ⊗D lw j . In this case, the factor Γ(j 2 + m 2 + 1)/Γ(−j 2 −m 2 ) in Q(j a , m a ) is vanishing. Thus, we have contributions from neither P nor the poles.
Let us move on to other cases. Let V j 2 m 2m2 be inĈ α j ⊗Ĉ α j . Then, similarly to the above, we find that the possible contributions from P and (5.7) are onlyĈ α j ⊗Ĉ α j . Schematically, our results so far are summarized as
Here, the spins in the discrete series satisfy the unitarity bound (2.2). We have not cared about the multiplicity of the representations in the right-hand sides. In the above table, we do not have any representations outside H L . So far, we have concentrated on the m-independent poles. Now, let us discuss the contributions from the m-dependent poles. The poles in question are
This is an ascending sequence of the lowest weight representations, and j 3 < −1/2 may be picked up when the contour is deformed. With this prescription about the m-dependent poles, the resultant V j 3 m 3 ,m 3 belongs toD lw j ⊗D lw j . In particular, for V j 2 m 2 ,m 2 ∈D hw j ⊗D hw j satisfying (2.2), j 3 = j 1 − j 2 + l ′ (l ′ ∈ Z ≥0 ) and these are within the unitarity bound. Therefore, we conclude that the m-dependent poles add to (5.9)-(5.11) the contributions fromD lw j ⊗D lw j . Although we have considered a special case j 1 + m 1 = j 1 +m 1 = 0, new types of representations may not appear in the right-hand side of the OPE as long as V j 1 m 1 ,m 1 belongs toD lw j ⊗D lw j . Furthermore, the cases with the lowest and highest weight representations exchanged may be similar.
These results are compared with the tensor products of the SL(2, R) representation in the appendix (A.8)-(A.10). We then find that our results are consistent with those tensor products.
Let us summarize our discussion. We extended the prescription of the OPE of Φ j to the case of V j mm . We then studied the OPE among the primary fields in the non-winding sectors in H L when one of the primary field belongs to the discrete series. As a result, we found that the OPE is consistent with the tensor products of the SL(2, R) representations. This indicates the consistency of our approach, and is clearly a step toward the complete understanding of the OPE. The contributions from P + and the m-independent poles were within H L .
In order to study if the OPE is really closed within H L , we need to know precisely which poles in (5.12) contribute. For example, we can pick up the residues so that the result is in precise agreement with the tensor products of the SL(2, R) representations in (A.8)-(A.10).
However, the precise prescription is not determined simply by extending the discussion for Φ j , since the m-dependent poles are absent there. In order to fix it, we may need further arguments using different strategies. In addition, the OPE when both V j 1 m 1m1 and V j 2 m 2m2 are inĈ α j ⊗Ĉ α j is left to be studied for completeness.
Cases including spectral-flowed sectors
The 'winding' number labeling the spectral-flowed sectors is not a topological invariant. Thus, it is not necessarily conserved [40, 23, 22] .
When the winding number is conserved, the OPE including the winding sectors can be discussed similarly to the previous subsection. This is because the structure of the poles in the three-point function is the same as that without winding sectors, as discussed in appendix C.
Even when the winding number violation is allowed, the violation is at most N − 2 for the N-point function [40, 22] , [41, 42] . Thus, for the two-and three-point functions, which are relevant to our discussion of the OPE, the violation is at most one. The spectral flow by one unit just exchangesD hw j andD lw −k/2−j . Therefore, when the discrete series is involved, the OPE is reduce to that without winding number violation, but including bothD hw j andD lw j .
Case with degenerate representations
Finally, let us consider the case discussed in section 3.3. In this case, j 1 was given by (3.4) and j 2 was generic. As discussed there, a comparison with the results of [32] is possible only when one takes into account the condition of the highest(lowest) weight representations.
The procedure is the same as in section 3.3. The contributions to the OPE come only from the colliding poles. Thus, the m-dependent poles are irrelevant in this discussion. Given the poles in (5.7), it is straightforward to get the table of the allowed j 3 :
(5.13)
The first and second, and the third and fourth sequences represent such equivalent pairs. By comparing this table with the one in (3.5), we find an exact agreement in the first and fourth sequences. The results in [32] give the possible representations which are allowed in the OPE, and all of them do not necessarily appear. For example, modular invariance may restrict them. In fact, in the case with both j 1 and j 2 in (3.4), there is an example in which only a part of the results in [32] appears in a concrete model [43] . 4 Our results are quite analogous, and they are regarded as consistent with [32] . We remark that this was not the case for the results in (3.8) obtained by the OPE of Φ j . For the case in this subsection, it is trivial to confirm that V j 3 m 3m3 has the correct weights of the highest(lowest) weight representations. Since V j 2 m 2m2 is generically in a generic representation, it is understood that the weights of V j 2 m 2m2 take the values so that V j 3 m 3m3 belongs to a highest(lowest) weight representation.
Conclusions
In order to establish the string theory on AdS 3 , one has to check the consistency conditions of the model. The closure of the OPE is one of such conditions. With this motivation, we discussed the OPE in the models with the SL 2 affine symmetry. The discussion was based on the results about the OPE of Φ j [10, 20] . The point in our arguments was to consider the primary fields with definite J 3 0 andJ 3 0 values, so that the highest(lowest) weight condition can be realized.
We first analyzed the OPE of Φ j further. We saw that that OPE is consistent with the supergravity calculation in the discussion of the AdS/CFT correspondence. By studying a certain case whose OPE had been discussed, we saw an importance of dealing with the primary fields with definite SL 2 weights.
For discussing the OPE of such operators, we needed the correlation functions of V j mm . Following the path integral method in [28, 29] , we calculated the two-point function in a generic case and the three-point function in the case including one lowest weight operator. The three-point function reduced correctly to the two-point function when one of V j mm is set to be the identity. The consistency of our results was checked by using a different way of calculation.
By using those correlation functions and extending the arguments for Φ j , we discussed the OPE of V j mm . We then found that the results in the case mentioned above were consistent with the known ones. This shows that our prescription provides us with another tool to study the OPE in general SL 2 models.
For the SL(2, R) WZW model, we then discussed the OPE of the primary fields in the non-winding sectors in H L when one of the primary fields is in the discrete series. We argued that the OPE is consistent with the tensor products of the representations of SL(2, R). This indicates the consistency of our approach. The contributions from P + and the m-independent poles were closed within H L .
Moreover, we argued that the OPE including the winding sectors is essentially the same when the total winding number is conserved. Even when the winding number violation is allowed, we saw that the fusion rules reduce to those without the violation when the discrete series is involved.
As for the OPE in the SL(2, R) WZW model, besides other results, we have made a step toward its full understanding. By further investigations, we may obtain the complete understanding of this OPE.
Note added
While this manuscript was being written, a paper [45] appeared which has an overlap with the discussion in section 4.
(4) The following integral formula is often used in our discussion:
The integral makes sense only when α−ᾱ, β −β ∈ Z. Under this condition, I(α,ᾱ; β,β) = I(ᾱ, α;β, β) since Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π/ sin(πz).
(5) The Dotsenko-Fateev integral defined below can be analytically continued using Υ(x):
, α 1 + α 2 + α 3 + 1 + b −2 = n , α 12 = α 1 + α 2 − α 3 , etc.
(6) As ǫ → 0,
→ −2π(j 1 + j 2 + 1 + ǫ)δ(j 1 + j 2 + 1) − 2 π 2j 1 + 1 Γ(2j 1 + 1) B(j 1 )δ(j 1 − j 2 ) . 
(A.11) the model to the Euclidean case, (b) using the light-cone gauge, or (c) taking it as some formal symbol. We remark that, although an alternative to the light-cone gauge for AdS 3 has been discussed [4, 11] , it is not yet clear how to calculate the partition function using it. The OPE is also obtained through the continuation from the Euclidean case. From such a rather trivial observation, we may understand why one does not have a 'well-defined' partition function for the Lorentzian AdS 3 , and why only the representations with −j(j + 1) ≥ 0 appear in the Euclidean model whereas those with both −j(j + 1) ≥ 0 and −j(j + 1) < 0 appear but the latter is important in the Lorentzian model. The mass bound for AdS 3 obtained in [48] also fits into this analogy of AdS and the flat geometry.
C Correlation functions including spectral-flowed sectors
Supposed that the correlation functions including the winding sectors are also calculated in the free field picture, we can obtain such correlation functions when the total winding number is conserved. (See also [40, 23] ).
First, we bosonize J 3 andJ 3 as J 3 (z) = − k/2∂X(z) ,J 3 (z) = − k/2∂X(z) , where X(z)X(w) ∼ − ln(z − w) and similarly forX. Then, using the parafermions Ψ j mm , V j mm is written as Note that the coefficient is independent of the winding numbers except for δ Σqa . For N = 2 and 3, C N takes the forms C 2 (j a , m a , z a ) = D 2 (j a , m a )|z 1 − z 2 | −4h 1 , These results have the correct conformal weights in accord with the action of the spectral flow [5, 23] .
